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boost::shared_ptr, into a string? I am trying to

gather something like a boost::shared_ptr's
address which should have a stack trace and

something like a file-name in it. I looked into some
of the boost code, and saw the type

boost::shared_ptr but there's no way to get that
into a string. I found boost::sharable_ptr::get() but

it returns an int. I also looked into some
boost::shared_ptr's ways of getting the address,
and it really seems like there's no simple way of
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doing this? A: SharedPtr is actually a typedef for
boost::shared_ptr. so a shared_ptr will is a

shared_ptr*. So to get the pointer to the T inside,
you just get it from the shared_ptr (You can do this

by using the get() method from the shared_ptr
class, or by using the -> operator, or by casting it
to a T* via dynamic_cast), now you can make a

cast to a void* because all pointers are void*. Then
you just need to cast back to the original type.

std::string S(""); boost::shared_ptr p(new
std::string("hello")); boost::shared_ptr q(p); p = q;

std::string* pPtr = boost::static_pointer_cast
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However, with today's state-of-the-art technology,
we cannot limit ourselves to the broadcast media.

The Internet is the next frontier of electronic
communication and information exchange. By
taking advantage of the business opportunities

that the Internet affords, we find that we are able
to build and expand our company into. Now, with
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the help of YouTube, we can "bring the world to
you!" We have already distributed to more than
150 countries over the years, so it would now be
time to. With the advent of new technologies, we

are now able to share our educational applications
with more people throughout the world. Our vision

is to be the world leader in the delivery of
educational applications for the benefit of all. It is
now time to pay it forward and welcome you into
the world of LearnDevelopmentInc.com. We thank
you for your interest and we look forward to our

new. Just as the physical world brings us together,
so too can the virtual world. Together, we are able
to strengthen our ability to share information and
knowledge and to have a positive impact on our

beloved planet. Nao Upseedage 90 BBC Video and
Books are the only two tv channels i would

consider watching, i think you can get much better
bbc documentaries in some of the free ones
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